GUSCO

LED

Lighting

HIGH-BAY LIGHT 2.0

Affordable, high quality LED lighting

UNIVERSAL VOLTAGE 100-277

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

GUSCO Energy’s GUFO high bay is a cost-effective option for a variety
of both high and low bay applications. The specially designed aluminum
housing is stylish and durable with excellent heat management. Integrated
with Meanwell’s latest low voltage constant current driver that’s safe, energy
efficient, and long lasting. The GUFO is IP65 rated and suitable for both
indoor & outdoor applications, and is backed by a 5-year limited warranty.

STRUCTURE, MATERIALS & FEATURES

The GUFO has superior highly durable electrophoresis (E-Coat) paint finish.
We take our metal light housing and immerse them in a water based solution
that contains a paint emulsion. Then we apply voltage to the light housing
causing the paint emulsion to condense into the housing. Then we cure the
housing using a heat process. This process ensures the entire fixture is coated
ensuring a long lasted finish. Passed a 200 hour salt spray test with no corrosion
or paint damage.
The GUFO’s optional indoor motion sensor is the perfect option to add additional
energy savings and functionality. The motion sensor can be programmed for on/off
cycles based on motion or IR, on to dim at preset level or dim based on available
daylight (daylight harvesting).

APPLICATION

The GUFO can be used as a high or low bay and will work well in harsh environment.
It’s an excellent choice for areas that have high mosture like wash bays. The heavy duty
construction and paint finish also make it a great choice for industrial applications.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Model No.

Description

Rated
Watts

Initial
Lumens

Universal
Line Voltage

G-HB-100V18

LED Round High-Bay

100

12152lm

100-277

G-HB-150V18

LED Round High-Bay

150

19926lm

100-277

G-HB-200V18

LED Round High-Bay

200

26168lm

100-277

STANDARD FEATURES

0-10V DIMMING
DARK BRONZE
IP65 RATED
HIGHLY DURABLE ELECTROPHORESIS (E-COAT) PAINT FINISH
AC100-277v
DLC & ETL LISTED

ORDERING INFORMATION

Model No.

G-HB100V18
G-HB-150V18
G-HB-200V18
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Optics

Controls

Special Order

60°
90°
120°

X= Occupancy/Dimming
*Includes motion sensor
*By-level dimming
*1 handheld programmer

5K= 5000K
*Special lead times & cost
may vary
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